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Introduction 

AWS Glue is a serverless Spark environment that lets 
you get up and running with its powerful compute engine 
in minutes, to run Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) 
jobs without worrying about servers. While easy to set up 
and run, there is a trade-off in the effort and knowledge 
it takes to find, understand and tune its performance 
metrics. This article shows you how to set up those 
performance metrics, understand their meaning, and take 
action to improve the metrics.

IT’S LIKE A PILE OF DIRT
Glue comes with a few prepackaged metrics, published to 
Amazon CloudWatch, that you should get to know so you 
can write your ETL jobs more efficiently.

An analogy as you work through these metrics is that an 
ETL job is like moving a pile of dirt. ETL optimization is 
deciding how big a shovel to use, how fast you want to 
dig, and how often. As in all things cloud, you want to 
begin with the end in mind. Where does the dirt need to 
be, and when? Do you need all the dirt, or just some of it?
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1  ETL DATA MOVEMENT
ETL data movement measures bytes read from 
(blue) and written to S3 (orange). The orange 
peaks are times when Glue wrote files to S3, 
whether for temporary staging, which can happen 
for large transformations, or to complete the job. 
In the case above, you see that this ETL job wrote 
less data than it read because it compressed the 
data and formatted it into Parquet before writing.

2  MEMORY PROFILE
The Memory Profile shows how much memory 
is being used by each Executor (or “node”). In all 
Glue jobs, there is a Driver and usually one or 
more Executors. 

The number of Executors is generally chosen by Glue 
based on the size of the processing load, capped by the 
maximum Data Processing Units (DPUs) you specify. It 
is best to start by giving 5 or 10 DPUs and allowing Glue 
to decide how many Executors to use, so you can iterate 
and optimize later.

   Given the very low memory usage in this chart, we are 
probably over provisioned. Also, since there are no 
spikes in memory, the code is written so that there is 
no obvious memory pressure in any of the algorithms. 
There are no significant transformations or state 
information that must be maintained in memory.

Performance Metrics in CloudWatch 
AWS Glue publishes five performance metrics in CloudWatch. To enable them, select Enable Job Metrics when you 
run the job, and ensure the IAM role that Glue assumes has write access to CloudWatch. These are the performance 
metrics you will get from the jobs:
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3  DATA SHUFFLE ACROSS EXECUTORS
Data shuffle measures how much data, in bytes, 
is being distributed across the Executors. Data 
shuffle indicates friction—wasted energy—in an 
ETL job. During the time that data is moving across 
Executors, the data is not being processed. It is 
only being moved. So, you can look at this metric to 
see if there is excessive data movement that might 
be costly or wasting time. 

   The peak in ‘data read’ (blue, in ETL data 
movement), is followed by a peak in the orange 
‘shuffle bytes written’—so the driver reads in 
data, then distributes it across the executors 
(orange, data shuffle). This happens usually 
when a new dynamic frame is created from 
reading in new data.

4  CPU LOAD
Processing load is a measure of how hard each 
Executor is working when performing ETL. This 
will register when the Executor is doing heavy 
transformations, such as doing multiple operations 
on each record in a data set.

   The blue line is the Driver. It usually moves in 
opposite directions of the Executors for CPU due 
to having a different role. Its role is to prepare 
work for the Executors, distribute that work, and 
track the completion of the work.

   There is lots of headroom in the above chart, 
even for the dDiver. So, it is possible we are 
over-provisioned. This is using a Standard 
deployment, but with 8 max capacity.

5  JOB EXECUTION: ACTIVE EXECUTORS, 
MAX NEEDED EXECUTORS, AND 
COMPLETED STAGES. 
This informative graph gives you a picture of how 
efficiently (or inefficiently) your job is designed. 
The blue line is the current number of Executors 
working. The green line shows the maximum 
number needed at any given time—even if it is 
far above the number available. The orange line 
shows the completed number of Stages. A stage is 
a Spark concept—a unit of work. In Glue, we don’t 
have a lot of visibility into how the stages are built, 
but we can see them as an indicator of how far 
along the job is.

   This chart shows four jobs being run in a row. 
You see that the orange line (completed stages) 
only moves upward as the job is progressed.

   That the “max needed” is sometimes far higher 
than allocated means there is pressure that can 
be alleviated somewhere, usually by how the 
code is written. This is a great place to look for 
inefficient code.
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Problems and How to Fix Them 

There is an art and science to ETL. While the science focuses on analyzing the problems and 
pinpointing root cause, the art involves using the tools at your disposal, such as the programming 
methods you choose (filtering, sorting), and finding a balance between how much development 
work you want to sign up for and how optimized you need your ETL performance. 

With that in mind, let’s define a few broad categories of problems, describe an example of each, 

and share some lessons.

MEMORY PROBLEMS

If the Driver creeps up to 70% 
memory and cannot purge its 
memory, everything crashes. In the 
below chart, memory jumps at the 
beginning of every iteration pulling 
from the data catalog. The jobs are 
eventually failing with this error: 
“Command failed with exit code 1.”

Graphs MP1  use the Standard Glue 
nodes. After re-running the job after 
changing the worker type to the 
G1.X worker type, which is “memory 
optimized,” Graph MP2  is the new 
Memory Profile.

The driver memory is still climbing. 

After inspecting the code, we realized 
that memory jumps every time we 
read new files. New files were being 
read in a “for” loop. For example, “for 
each file in this S3 bucket, do this.” 
We also realized that each iteration in 
the “for” loop in PySpark was adding 
significant state information for the 
Driver to maintain, hence the memory 
pressure on the Driver.

DEBUGGING OOM EXCEPTIONS 
AND JOB ABNORMALITIES

MP1

MP2

LESSON DO NOT USE FOR LOOPS IN GLUE BECAUSE THEY ARE 
SINGLE-THREADED AND WILL TRAP ALL THE WORK ON THE 
DRIVER’S MEMORY.
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PROCESSING PROBLEMS

You know you have processing 
problems if your CPU Load is high, 
you have many Maximum Needed 
Executors (more than you have 
allocated), or both. This can happen 
from compute-intensive operations 
like cleansing or validating each 
record, or if you have written a 
transformation in a grossly inefficient 
way, as we will see below.

In graph PP1 , Glue is telling us it 
needs 1,250 Executors to do this 
job efficiently. That is an obvious 
indicator we have some extremely 
inefficient code. Who is going to 
spin up a 1,250-node EMR cluster to 
process 100 GB of data? 

We eventually pinpointed this to a 
section of code (  PP2  ) that called for 
an expensive Relationalize transform. 
Relationalize takes nested rows—
those that have arrays or structures 
as data—and creates many flat tables 
out of them. Looking more closely 
at the dynamic frame `drop_dyf,` we 
discovered that the Relationalize 
transform was turning a single 
deeply-nested JSON document 
into 50+ different tables, forcing the 
Driver to distribute these expensive 
transformations across as many 
Executors as it possibly could.

This was so much work by the Driver 
that it needed over 1,000 nodes to 
complete efficiently. We re-wrote this 
to defer relationalizing the deeply 
nested JSON to a future ETL job 
by saving some of the attributes as 
JSON strings.

PP2     dfc = Relationalize.apply(

        frame=drop_dyf,

        staging_path=GLUE_TEMP_DIR,

        name=ROOT_TABLE_NAME,

        transformation_ctx=’dfc’,

        info=’relationalize_errors’

    )

LESSON SOME PROCESSING TASKS, SUCH AS CLEANSING 
OR RELATIONALIZING, CAN BE EXTREMELY EXPENSIVE. 
CONSIDER DEFERRING SOME OF THE HEAVY PROCESSING 
DOWNSTREAM—DO YOU NEED EVERY SINGLE ATTRIBUTE TO 
BE RELATIONALIZED?

PP1
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BALANCE PROBLEMS

You have “Balance” problems if 
there is too much shuffling across 
Executors or Executors not working 
very hard while the master is working 
overtime.

In the top chart ( BP1 ), up to 14:45, 
the job was taking a single file for 
each job. Each file was 400+MB, 
but it was only one file. It didn’t split 
it across the Executors. So, we 
tried repartitioning into 6 (starting at 
14:45), maintaining the same number 
of DPUs, and it slowed down. The 
data shuffle was expensive and didn’t 
buy us anything. We then rewrote the 
data retrieval to get 6 files at once, 
without repartitioning the incoming 
data, and allowing Spark to use the 
Executors as it sees fit. Starting at 
15:45, you can see that the number 
of allocated Executors and Maximum 
Needed Executors is identical—they 
are tracking together. That means 
we gave Glue enough DPU room to 
complete the job efficiently.

Another dramatic balance problem 
came up when we had many input 
files to read at once. Each job took 
about 30 minutes and required a 
significant number of Executors (over 
600). Spark reads files in parallel, 
but you can tell it to regroup the 
files after reading. If you do not tell 
it to regroup the files, it uses the 
boundaries of the files as partitions 
throughout the job. In other words, 
data in different files stays separated 
throughout the entire job. This is not 
usually necessary, especially if you 
are reading data for a full day that 
happens to be split among 24 hourly 
files. It’s all the same data, just split 
among files for convenience.

BP1
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BP2

BP4

LESSON ANALYZE HOW FILES ARE BEING INTRODUCED INTO 
YOUR ETL JOB AND CONSIDER REGROUPING THE FILES INTO ONE 
LARGE FILE TO ALLOW SPARK TO PARTITION AS IT SEES FIT.

BP3

BALANCE PROBLEMS CONTINUED

We decided to group the files after 
reading to allow Spark to find its own 
natural partitions among the data, and 
the difference is dramatic. In terms 
of performance, grouping files after 
reading made a significant difference.

1. Each job took 2–3 minutes instead 
of 30 minutes.

2. BP2  Maximum required Executors 
never went above 20, whereas 
with earlier attempts, more than 
600 were needed.

3. BP3  Driver memory stayed low 
throughout processing 5 days, 
whereas previously it would break 
after 2–3 jobs.

4. BP4  More ETL data movement 
per unit of time, due to better 
efficiency.
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LINEAGE ISSUES

Data lineage is concerned with the quality, 
accessibility, and traceability of data 
throughout its life cycle. If a data type changes 
from one job to another, then you have affected 
its lineage. If you rename a column, you have 
affected its lineage. You want to keep track of 
data lineage so you have a clear idea of how 
data moves through your system. Here are a 
few tips for ETL and data lineage in AWS:

a. Queries will break if your database or table 
names have hyphens. Use only underscores 
and no other special characters.

b. Columns will not be recognized if there are 
periods and other special characters in 
them. It is safest to use double quotes.

c. Take a standard datetime format and stick 
with it through your entire estate. For 
example, it’s best practice to save all times 
in UTC, in ISO 8601 format. If a timestamp 
comes in as a string, parse it into a 
timestamp as early as possible in your  
ETL process.

The last two types of problems are more easily solved because they are black and white.

INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITS

a. If you get a “Too many files” error, you 
should group the files on read into a certain 
number of files. Appropriate for high volume, 
small file input situations. The too many files 
error originates from Spark.

b. On writing, if you exceed the s3 PUT limit, 
PUTs per second, you should package them 
up repartition, or even slow down your PUTs.

c. You may be tempted to raise the DPU 
allocation to a very high number so your 
Maximum Needed Executors stays below 
the Allocated Executors. Just be aware 
that Glue will use all of them if it needs 
to. We recommend finding and correcting 
inefficiencies in your code before doing 
anything significant with DPUs.

ETL is like moving a pile of dirt from one place to another, deciding how much of that dirt to keep, and how 
you want to change the dirt while you move it. AWS Glue lets you run ETL jobs without worrying about server 
provisioning and comes with a few prepackaged metrics.

After familiarizing yourself with Glue’s five performance metrics and the common problems that arise during 
ETL, you will be well-positioned to write more efficient ETL jobs, set up your performance metrics, understand 
their meaning, and take action to improve those metrics.

ISO 8601 FORMAT


